
Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate


From: Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate


Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2019 9:52 AM


To: J. Stuart - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: References for Delta Section


Attachments: SDWSC Food Study edits.docx


Good Morning Jeff,


I've made a few edits to the SDWSC section I'd like to add to the master Delta section. Norma is done


working on refs in the doc for now. Do you want to review my edits before I insert? See attached word doc


with SDWSC section only. Yellow highlight = ref to delete, green = ref to add.


Kristin


Kristin Begun | Biologist


Contractor with Lynker Technologies


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


kristin.begun@noaa.gov


On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 1:46 PM Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate <kristin.begun@noaa.gov> wrote:


Okay, I'll take another look at DWSC section and will chat with Barb about Perry figures. Thanks.


On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 1:13 PM J. Stuart - NOAA Federal <j.stuart@noaa.gov> wrote:


OK, I've sent the Perry figures to Barb yesterday with "unique numbering" so they can be inserted into


the Delta section. Just not sure where we want them to go at this time. Those obscure references were


related to the DWSC food study; the Army Corps, DWR, and USFWS fish migration recon studies.


On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 1:03 PM Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate <kristin.begun@noaa.gov> wrote:


Hi Jeff,


I sent Norma a couple of missing references and she has added them. I also had her delete a couple of


obscure references. I'm not sure if they're the ones you were thinking of so if you have the specific ones


in mind feel free to pass them along.


And please let me know if I can help with inserting tables, etc.


Thanks,


Kristin


On Wed, May 29, 2019 at 7:31 AM J. Stuart - NOAA Federal <j.stuart@noaa.gov> wrote:


Morning Folks,


I have been going through the references in the Delta section and checking to see if they are in the end


note library. I noticed that some of the references in the sections that you helped out with are missing.
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I have been going through the references in the Delta section and checking to see if they are in the end


note library. I noticed that some of the references in the sections that you helped out with are missing.


Also some of the references are pretty obscure - grey literature, reports etc. If you have the references


as a pdf, we need to get those to Norma.


Thank you and have a great day!


Jeff


Jeffrey S. Stuart, M.S.

Fishery Biologist


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce

California Central Valley Office

650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100

Sacramento, CA 95814-4706


Office: 916-930-3607

J.Stuart@noaa.gov


Find us online

www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


*


--
Jeffrey S. Stuart, M.S.

Fishery Biologist


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce

California Central Valley Office

650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100

Sacramento, CA 95814-4706


Office: 916-930-3607

J.Stuart@noaa.gov


Find us online

www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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